THE
POWER
OF
ASSOCIATIONS

Editorial

As we mark our one year
of existence as CBWN-K,
it gives me much pleasure
to know that we are truly
living Andrew Carnegie's
words that say:
"Teamwork is the ability to
work together toward a
common vision. The
ability to direct individual
accomplishments toward
organizational objectives.
It is the fuel that allows
common people to attain
uncommon results."
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Nana Wanjau | Chair, CBWN-K

From idea to an actual, registered
and
active
Commonwealth
association, we have made great
strides. We have been supported
by the board members, volunteers,
working committees, friends of the
association
and
the
active
members
of
the
CBWN-K
Newsroom on WhatsApp.
For bringing the Kenyan chapter,
this far, we say thank you and
good job to all of us.
As evident in this edition, we are
set to highlight the power of
associations. We all have unique
strengths and abilities yet it is
when we pool these together that
we
make
our
greatest
achievements.
eSoko for example, comes alive
courtesy of contributors who
understand their fields, team
members who understand the
design, content and distribution
bits of a magazine. Putting
together Film Night and Webinars
is a collaborative effort that allows
professionals to train our members
and highlight opportunities beyond
our normal circle of influence.
Kenya's
input
in
the
Commonwealth Businesswomen
Network has been instrumental in
getting us

a seat at the table where
conversations about other African
Commonwealth Businesswomen
Network chapters to extent that I
have been appointed as the
Regional Lead to help in the
establishment of CBWN chapters
in African countries.
I take this opportunity, therefore, to
urge you to take up the paid
membership option of CBWN-K
which comes at the small fee of
Kshs. 1,000/= per quarter. The
registration
link
is
www.cbwnkenya.org/membership/
Membership in the association is a
win-win formulae that allows us to
explore
relationships,
gain
exposure and training as well as
contribute to our larger society as
women in business.

The e-Soko online magazine is an initiative of
the Commonwealth Business Women Network
(Kenya).
Blue Violet Plaza, Ngong Road
E: info@cbwnkenya.org
e-soko@cbwnkenya.org
communications@cbwnkenya.org
T: +254728257141
FB: Commonwealth Business Women Kenya
Editorial Board:
Nana Wanjau
Chair, CBWN-K
E: Nanawanjau@cbwnkenya.org

For feedback or enquires about
membership do not hesitate to
contact our membership team at
communications@cbwnkenya.org

Wangari Maina
Editor, e-Soko Magazine
E: wangari@wangarimaina.com
E: e-soko@cbwnkenya.co.ke

Be an active member of CBWNKenya as we jointly chart and
navigate a newer course for
women in business.

Contributors:
Emmanuela Aboa, Caroline Gathii, Rosebell
Abwonji, Namwano Shichende, Njoki Muhoho,
Nyawira Gitaka, Joan Sikand, Esther Neema
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Human Relations

Finding
Your Tribe
By Esther Neema

In our earlier life, our associations could
have easily been formed by the length of
our hairs. For many of us, we had best
friends in shopping, best neighbours,
best seatmates in class, name it. Over
the years though, the attempt to hang on
to these associations would be
impossible, as meetings would end up in
wars, timeless dramas, storming out of
restaurants, and eventualities that these
cliques could never survive.
The Formation
Everyone was becoming their own being.
Some were growing faster than everyone
else while others needed time.I
remember one bold friend being very
deliberate and informing me that it was
time to cut off from the clique. Initially, it
was heartbreaking, but over time, I have
seen that cutting the chord is the
inevitable eventuality of humans, to
begin to form healthy associations.
Associations become who you are, who
claps for you, who wins with you, whose
dreams meet yours. Their thoughts
become your thoughts, and you see the
world through their lens. It is a moment
where the tide of influence changes from
you to the association and becomes the
association to you.

about their old mates' departure because
it gives them the courage to leave, find
new friends and create new networks, of
all ages, shapes and sizes, from coast to
coast with whom they could build empires
together.
A Construct of Choice
It becomes an inevitable process for a
young adult who wants to thrive, to pick a
tribe. The tribe is never a mere accident
of destiny, but a construct of choice.
Without a doubt, your tribe should inspire
you, drive you and cheer you on as you
do the same for them.
Be wary of those that never clap, never
show up, or never tell you who you could
become even when they know it. Tribes
feel like home, where you get your fuel,
are part of the journey as you strive to get
your first customer, to being the only ones
at your events, so that you are not alone.
Inevitably today, associations become
about how can we grow together, invest
and build or even influence our
communities?

In 2017, my friends and I came together
and formed a content network. What we
would have done with over Kshs 200,000,
For many in their mid-twenties, the world we achieved with almost nothing.
view is one of defeat, drama, and
brokenness, with absolutely nothing
going for any of them. As one friend
drops off after another, it is amazing,
how far they go from this small village
into new relationships and ventures.
Those who are left no longer feel bitter

Our idea morphed into an association of
entrepreneurs so far, forming a network
of close to 400 young people. We have
pulled off events at bare minimum that
would have cost us so much.
The Miracle
One of the greatest miracles has been
that these friendships can create
empires. Suddenly, gossip becomes
tasteless and envy shifts to unrivalled
support.
With growth, we have seen how wellstructured associations make great
possibilities, starting music bands, and
even large enterprises that were results
of friends coming together.Robert
Greene said, "Only create associations
with positive affinities. Make this a rule of
life and you will benefit more than from
all the therapy in the world".
As you go through life, you discover the
true meaning of friendships and
associations, which is technically like
family. You are never better or worse
than your associates. You are them!

Esther Neema is the Founder of Dream Tribe
Network Africa. She can be reached at
dreamtribevillage@gmail.com

Registration for
CBWN-Kenya is now open
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ARE YOU A MEMBER?

Open to
Individuals | Chamas | Corporates | Women Groups

Register at

www.cbwnkenya.org/membership

Membership
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Commonwealth Businesswomen’s Network Kenya (CBWN-K) is a

Benefits of Membership

Ground Partner of the Commonwealth Businesswomen’s Network

In 2019, the female population for Kenya was 26.5

(CBWN) which is a registered Community Interest Company in the

million persons. Female entrepreneurs represent an

United Kingdom.

average, 65 per cent of their household income, and

CBWN is an accredited organization directly recognized by 54

about 75 per cent of the workers in female-owned

governments across six continents committed to advancing UN

enterprises are women.

Sustainable Development Goal 5 and the Commonwealth Charter. The

To realize the full potential in business and compete

organization is mandated to get over one billion women in the

equitably, these women require business training

Commonwealth to connect, collaborate and do commerce.

and access to broad trading opportunities.

CBWN works with women in business by connecting governments and
the private sector to encourage and enable women’s economic
empowerment through delivering activities, initiatives, products and

Types of Membership

services focused on trade, talent and training.

Individual/ Chamas/ Women groups/ SME

CBWN also sits on the main governance body on gender for the 54

The benefits include:

commonwealth governments. It is the only accredited membership

Easy access to Commonwealth Global Markets.

organization for women’s economic empowerment that is recognized by

Training

the 54 official Commonwealth governments.In Africa, CBWN is

Access

established in Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda and Lesotho.

protection.

to

unlimited

information.Innovation

Lobbying for the ethical and equitable treatment

Vision

Mission

of women in trade

Strengthening the commonwealth by

Access to tenders' support both locally and

members/businesswomen,

building businesses and advancing

internationally.

enabling

women from the 54 countries in one

Business to business mentorship programs

collaborate and do commerce

platform.

Access to business loans process support

with a billion women in the larger

driven by the 3Ts, which are Talent,

Linking members to international trade fairs and

commonwealth network.

Training and Trade.

conferences.

To

be

the

platform

them

to

for

connect,

CBWN-K’s

mission

is

Corporate
Training

Trade Opportunities

Partnership opportunities that allow companies to

CBWN-K is mandated to offer

CBWN-K provides access to Trade

market their products to our members

Training

opportunities

the

Branding opportunities on our website as CBWN-

54

K partners.

in

aspects

various
such

management

business
as

risk

and

transformation

to

digital

enrich

the

within

Commonwealth

which

has

member nations and particularly in
Africa.

CBWN-K

knowledge, skill and experience

businesswomen

of women entrepreneurs. All this,

collaborative trade. This network

towards the adoption of best

enables women entrepreneurs to

business

reach

practices

strengthen
businesses

which

women-led
for

greater

profitability and scalability.

out

international

to

in

connects

bigger

Kenya

for

audiences,

markets

and

experience greater exposure for
improved business performance.

Talent
CBWN-K also focuses on Talent growth through mentorship of young
people and leadership development

How to Become a Member
Joining
Annual
Fee
Subscription
Individuals
Women Groups
General Women Chamas
Corporate

500.00

5,000.00

1,000.00
2,500.00

5,000.00
5,000.00

Tier 1 (Sole Proprietorship) 5,000.00
Tier 2 (SME)
10,000.00
Tier 3 (Large corporates &
20,000.00
Banks)

50,000.00
100,000.00
200,000.00

Register Today at www.cbwnkenya.org/membership
e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K
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Leadership and Governance

The Power of
Ubuntu
By Rosebell Abwonji

The underlying principles of African
communities are rooted in “ubuntu”, a
Zulu word that is retrieved from the
phrase "Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu"
which means “I am because we are”. As
we seek to develop homegrown
solutions through the development of
associations and groups, we cannot
escape the underlying strength of
moulding Ubuntu into our leadership
structures – a principle that has been
upheld by most African communities
through time.
Reflection
Looking back at my childhood I recall
my mother’s monthly chama (group)
meetings – a day that was often
punctuated by a spirit of togetherness
as women from across the town
gathered together to exchange stories,
eat together and tackle the core
business of the day with unity and
harmony. Monthly contributions were
openly calculated and shared amongst
the group with the clear purpose that
this would go towards supporting the
needs of that household over a set
period. Therefore, though the core
purpose of the group was financial
wellbeing, the underlying spirit that
drove its members was the power of
Ubuntu and recognition that the
wellbeing of each member translated
into the wellbeing of the entire group.
Through working with associations that
interact with communities, I have
witnessed Ubuntu act as the pulse of
many decisions that we undertake as

we develop strategies and plans around
conserving the ecosystem. Seemingly
fragmented topics such as gender rights
and education play a central role in
heightening community participation
towards the protection of natural
resources across the landscape of our
country.

acting out on our own? Do we share the
credit when the tide runs high, and the
hurdles that come with difficult learning
experiences? Inclusion and diversity are
key considerations as we drive towards
enhancing humanism and social
responsibility within our society.

A leader who can exercise empathy and
By highlighting the fundamental need to immerse themselves into the issues that
support the community’s challenges, we their followers are facing will be
have also successfully led them to successful as they will be more in tune
become
ambassadors
of
the with the solutions that will best work
environment, preserving resources that within a specific context.
are transformed to bring tangible and
sustainable
social
and
economic In turn, the followers trust their leaders
benefits.
as they will feel included in the decisionmaking process. They will be more
The woman factor
willing to collaborate and actualize any
Women stand to gain by carrying on the final action points that are established,
power of Ubuntu within the associations acting as agents of change when called
we form on a professional and personal upon to do so.
level. As we seek opportunities to
enhance our professional capabilities The power of Ubuntu acts as an
and expand business opportunities invisible rope that binds us all as we
through platforms such as CBWN-K, we strive to create a brighter future for
stand to gain by remembering that we generations to come. Through harmony
are
all
connected.
By
sharing and concern for each other’s wellbeing,
opportunities, mentoring and coaching we can transform the world that we live
one another, providing safe spaces to in today.As the African proverb goes: “If
navigate through difficult discussions, as you want to go quickly, go alone. If you
well as creating more room for other want to go far, go together.”
women to rise up, we exemplify a unity
that knits us all together.
Rosebell
is
a
leadership
and
In our leadership of groups and Governance expert.
associations within different fields, we She
can
be
reached
on
need to question the guiding principle of rabwonji@gmail.com
our decision making. Do we often seek
counsel from other members rather than

e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K
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Register as an Exhibitor

Join this initiative of The Commonwealth Businesswomen’s Network Kenya (CBWN-K) with a goal to
empower over 1,000 Women and Youth Entrepreneurs in Kenya and participating Commonwealth
Countries to sustain their businesses and grow.
This is in-line with CBWN-K VISION and MISSION.
The exhibition will provide a platform for EXHIBITORS (sellers) from ALL INDUSTRIES meet up to
exchange information, introduce new products, services & trends, interact online with buyers,
generate revenue and increase their brand/products awareness.

Venue: https://exhibition.cbwnkenya.org (online)
Date: Monday 23rd - Saturday, 28th November 2020
Contacts: info@cbwnkenya.org | exhibition@cbwnkenya.org |www.cbwnkenya.org
The event is organized by Biashara Africa

A Woman in
Business

Women and Business
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By
Emmanuela Aboa

Since 2007, I have evolved into an
entrepreneur and in that journey, I have
gained insights that I share herein with
fellow entrepreneurial women.
1. Appreciate the woman you are. You
will encounter unfair expectations,
harsh judgement and your value will
be undermined. You will have to
work harder to be seen, heard and
valued. The world is not fair.
2. Elevate your track record. As a
woman, people will see and judge
you before they see your business.
You will need to work assiduously
on improving your track record to be
considered a thought leader in your
industry.
3. Do not quit your job, yet. One of the
gravest mistakes people make when
starting a business is quitting
employment
too
early.
The
entrepreneurial journey is arduous
and you will need significant
financial resources to support your
business. Even if you do not need
money to start a business, you need
money to maintain your business.
4. Discipline is pivotal. For many
years, I would serve my employer
during the day and work on my
business in the night or the
weekends. It was a sacrifice I was
willing to make to achieve my
dreams.
5. Trust your ideas and do not
overthink it. The longer you wait, the
more ambivalent you become. Take
the plunge and learn as you go.
Things become clearer as you
progress.
6. Forget about passion: Passion
alone is not enough to sustain your
business. You need to include hard
work and determination.

When I was younger, journalism as a career path excited me. I felt it was something I could easily
picture myself doing. Then, I encountered law and my passion changed. Yet today I am neither a
journalist nor a lawyer.Given that my venturing into the business world was out of a need to help my
family and succeed, I registered more failures than successes and but I trudged on as I had an
appetite to learn, to obtain the experience and generate the income I knew I deserved.

To be a success, your business must be
characterised by at least one of these
traits:
1. Creativity - does your business
provide a better and more effective
way of doing things?
2. Impact - does your business
respond to the needs of people?
3. Control - is your business a
monopoly or does it control a high
percentage of the market?
With one of these as your signature:

Have a mentor
Surround yourself with like-minded
individuals, who have already achieved
the level you are aiming for. Do not be
afraid to reach out.
Review your strategy often
The world is evolving faster than it
previously has requiring you to be. In
business, the best strategy is the one
built around behavioural habits and not
money which is a representation of the
value created.

Start slowly
Manage your cash flow
Do not be too ambitious and start
thinking about having an office and big
things for others to see. Do not be
afraid to start small.
Learn to delegate
Establish the right structure, systems
and culture. This will enable you to
delegate and share responsibilities
which would otherwise hold you back
and hamper your growth.

Budget and plan your finances because
cash flow is paramount to SMEs
survival.
Be your biggest cheerleader: Celebrate
every milestone, every small victory and
every obstacle that you have overcome.

Be consistent

Most importantly, pray. Centre and
align prayer in everything that you do
because it gives hope, peace of mind
and unlocks doors you would have
never cogitated.

Consistency
brings
visibility
and
visibility leads to credibility. Even when
there seems to be no light at the end of
the tunnel, be consistent.

Emmanuella Aboa is the founder of
Transolution Services Africa Limited,
She
can
be
reached
at
www.emmanuellaaboa.com

e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K
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Thriving Amid
Challenges
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How women can thrive in business
By Caroline Gathii

IA research report from the Kenya
Association of Manufacturers published
in May 2017 states that women-owned
businesses make about 48% of all
Small and Medium Size Enterprises
(SMEs) and that they contribute
approximately 20% of Kenya’s GDP.
Women businesses, therefore, are
critical to the Kenyan economy and the
rest of the world.

They will have the power to use their
savings to borrow and grow for their
businesses. As nurturers, women have
to divide their time between running a
business and managing the household.
According to a UN Women report,
women tend to spend around 2.5 times
more time on unpaid care and domestic
work than men. These chores limit the
time women have to build their
businesses. Women should, therefore,
The gender-specific challenges faced strive to form structures within the
by women limit the growth or curtail the household and the business, to assist
survival of their businesses when not them to build scalable and sustainable
proactively addressed.
businesses.
One of the challenges is access to
credit and capital. The traditional
banking model requires that a business
has healthy cash flow and adequate
collateral to qualify for loan products.
One research by the Federation of
Women Lawyers (FIDA) indicated that
women hold only one per cent of land
titles in Kenya, while 5 per cent of land
is owned jointly with men. This suggests
that there are very few women who can
provide land as collateral for their
businesses. Other properties that could
be utilized as collateral (such as
vehicles) are reserved for both business
and family use. As such, one cannot
borrow against such assets.
This presents an opportunity for
innovative financing models for womenowned businesses such as a revolving
fund
managed
by
a
Business
Membership Organization.

include lack of reliable and accurate
sources of information, lack of adequate
support networks such as business
advisors and mentors.

Business
Member
Organizations
(BMOs)
have
a
fundamental
responsibility
to
address
these
challenges
by
having
proper
management,
governance
and
alignment of mission, vision and core
values with member expectations.
When BMOs become centres of reliable
information required to run and manage
businesses, they make a visible
in
the
women-owned
Digital transformation comes in to play difference
business
arena
and
subsequently
a crucial role. Digitization will help the
businesses modify existing processes, change the course of history.
create an avenue to reach more markets
and enhance the customer experience. The critical mass within these BMOs
Another gender-based challenge is the should create enough momentum to
limited mobility of women to seek facilitate proper strategies, policy
markets away from the locality of their discussion and change to advance the
home. This leads to inadequate supply women in business agenda. BMOs
chain
diversity
for
women-owned should be the unified platform to
businesses. Male business owners can facilitate women in business by:
outlining a common agenda for
travel for long periods and reach more
boosting women entrepreneurship
geographical areas compared to women.
providing
information
on
the
Women have to ensure that their homes
networking
options
available
are still operational even when they are
developing
programmes
that
out for business-related assignments.
improve
their
skills
and
They, therefore, tend to conduct
competencies
business near their areas of residence.
facilitating local and domestic
marketing linkages
Embracing partnerships to widen their
capacity building
business reach and access different
designing
innovative
financing
geographical markets will help women
models
to
boost
access
to
finance
overcome this challenge. It can be
for women
facilitated by widely spread membership

Encouraging women to save in and knowledge sharing in the Business
reputable and stable Savings and Credit Membership Organizations.
Other
Cooperative (SACCO) is critical.
challenges faced by women in business
e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K

CPA Caroline Gathii, IRMCert, is an International Certified Risk
Expert with FirstIdea Consulting Limited President –
Organisation of Women in International Trade (OWIT Nairobi)
She can be reached on Email: cgathii@firstideaconsulting.co.ke
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Feature Article

The

POWER of
ASSOCIATIONS
By Wangari Maina
The earliest exposure that some of us
had to explore the power of
associations was in the tug of war
game. A simple game where a line was
drawn in the middle and your role as a
team was to leverage skill, strength and
tact to pull the rope and have the
opposing team cross the line into your
side.

Coming together is a beginning,
staying together is progress, and
working together is success." –
Henry Ford

Policy makers, matatu conductors and
drivers, the police, doctors etc. all play
tug of war and because they cannot do
it alone, they leverage association.

But it all begins by having a personal
conviction to be part of a great
movement. A great association that
holds and executes on the promise of
working together and achieving clearly
defined objectives.

Trade, Training and Talent are core
ingredients in the output of CBWN-K.
They are actioned by members through
webinars
and
training
sessions,
engaging
conversations
on
the
Over the years, unbeknown to us, tug of WhatsApp chat groups, group work in
war is a reality that we all play in our the working committees and enlightening
careers, professions, businesses and conversations on Friday film nights. It is
family dynamics. As a sales person, these multiplicity of activities that bring
your job is to weave skill, value, price to out the skills and talents that different
convince a customer to buy from you as people have hence common success.
opposed
to
buying
from
your When IT gurus and marketers sit
competitor. As a marketer, your job is to together to discuss the social media
influence the decision makers through strategy, people learn from each other
media campaigns. You want them on and they build relationships that
your side.
transcend that conversation.

Association brings a variety of skills,
thought processes and strengths to the
table. That is why the adage of 'selfmade success' is an oxymoron.
True success is made possible because
different people contribute to it
differently at different stages.
Here are some insights into building
associations. Some are drawn from
eons passed.

"Teamwork begins by building
trust. And the only way to do that
is to overcome our need for
invulnerability." – Patrick Lencioni
No one wants to be considered as 'not
knowing' yet it is a liberating status to
achieve. As women, we have strived so
hard in years gone by to earn our place
at the table and have our voice heard,

e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K
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By Wangari Maina

that we have forgotten how to be
vulnerable even in the safe space of
other women.
Our success in any association will be
enhanced by our acknowledgment of
what we cannot do and what we are
good at. It's about knowing when to say,
"help me," or "she is better at this than I
am, let her".
Being that vulnerable is not a sign of
weakness. It is an element of inner
strength and if each member of the
association can harness it, trust will be
the bedrock of our actions. Trust allows
you to pass the baton to the next
person, as you would in a relay race,
knowing that they will bring home a win
for all of the team.
Trust is the positive pressure that the
team puts on you to complete a task
and make good your word. Associations
devoid of trust are devoid of honest
conversations and any success they
have is as short-lived as the association
itself.
"Effectively, change is almost
impossible without industry-wide
collaboration, cooperation, and
consensus." – Simon Mainwaring
When women got together and pushed
the agenda for equity and equality in
Beijing, they were ridiculed, shamed,
and constantly told to know and stay on
their lane.
What many young women in the current
generation of young-ins don't know is
that it is the collaboration, cooperation
and joint conversations that have
opened boardroom doors that would
otherwise have remained closed.
Some careers that are there today
morphed out of the singularity of
purpose for equity. Closer home,
associations such as table banking,
chamas and investment groups are
drivers of big change that will impact
generations to come

The

POWER of
ASSOCIATIONS
Such change as Simon Mainwaring
observed, could only be possible
courtesy of an idea born, and idea
shared, an idea supported and an idea
whose bearers and carriers collaborate,
associate and speak the same language
and strategically apply their strengths for
"Teamwork is the ability to work
the common goal of turning an idea into
together toward a common vision.
a life changing mission.
The ability to direct individual
"The way a team plays as a whole
accomplishments
toward
determines its success. You may
organizational objectives. It is the
have the greatest bunch of
fuel that allows common people to
individual stars in the world, but if
attain uncommon results." –
they don’t play together, the club
Andrew Carnegie
won’t be worth a dime." – Babe
Ruth
As members of CBWN-K, we share a
common vision and mission. In living and
George Herman "Babe" Ruth Jr. was an working out these, there will be moments
American professional baseball player of What's In It For Me and there is
whose career in Major League Baseball nothing wrong with that. The only thing to
spanned 22 seasons, from 1914 to watch out for is that those moments do
1935. So he knew what it meant to work not
supercede
or
override
the
as a team or as an association of talent organizational objectives.
and skill. He knew that success that
brought pride and joy to the nation was CBWN-K is engaged in a membership
no mean fete. It required everyone on drive that is aimed at increasing
his team to be all in with all they had.
commitment to the goals and the mission
as well as giving value to its members.
There
are
numerous
women Your skill and knowledge is part of the
associations including CBWN-K and the fuel that is needed to achieve uncommon
success they generate is predetermined things in this country through CBWN-K.
by how each member plays their role If your desire is to impact generations as
and allies their strengths.
a woman in business, you have a wider
scope and a greater chance of achieving
Yes, women are a powerhouse but that that desire as a member of the
is when they know how to shine their association than when working alone.
individual stars in the constellation of the
Wangari Maina is a
business consultant,
other women they associate with.

e-Soko Magazine | An initiative of the CBWN-K

author and editor working with SMEs. She can
be reached at hello@esteemedonline.com
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The

QUEEN of
NETWORKING
A..K.A.

Sarah Karingi

When the idea of running a theme of Power of Associations for
eSoko, no other person came to mind apart from the proven
Queen of Networking, Madam Sarah Karingi.
A quick search on google yields her name and title among the
first couple of results. That is a strong validation of her
establishment as a woman who knows about the power of
networking.
Who better to learn from about the power of associations than this
expert in Business Networking, and award-winning top most BNI
networker in East Africa?
Below, Sarah relates to us who she is, what she does, and how
she does what she does. She offers us advice on the value of
associations against her background of being a mother,
grandmother,
speaker,
mentor,
networker,
and
serial
entrepreneur.
Tell us a little bit about yourself
I am commonly referred to as the
Queen of Networking because my life
revolves around networking, more
especially in the business world.
As an entrepreneur, I value personal
growth through networking which
provides one with the necessary skills
and knowledge. I am a firm believer
in education as a tool for transforming
power in the various sectors of the
economy.
What business or occupation are
you involved in?
Currently, I am the CEO and Director
of Sarma Enterprises Limited and
Global Networks Investment. I am
also
a
director
at
Okolea
International. These businesses span

Also, I am a director in charge of
Hospitality at the United Kenya Club,
president of BNI Mavuno Chapter,
Chairperson of Global Business
Roundtable, and a member of Kenya
National Chamber of Commerce &
Industry
(KNCCI),
Women
in
Business Kenya (WIB), and Dubai
Business Women Council.
Briefly,
please
share
your
experience and background in
your profession.
Honestly, networking is not the career
I studied and wanted to pursue. After
two tragedies in my life, networks
were the strongest rail I could hold on
to as I tried to rise again amid
personal and business turmoil.
As I worked to rebuild myself, I
discovered that there was a rising
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demand for the need to establish
networks among my peers and the
younger generation.
Robert Kiyosaki says “The richest
people in the world look for and build
networks; everyone else looks for
work.”
Discovering the power of networks
and researching widely on the subject
just revealed a new, genius, and
unique approach to doing business.
I was thrilled by the fact that by
applying this new-found wealth, my
ventures could do much better than
they were. I also realized this career
would help enrich many people with
vast resources, and so, I ventured
into it.
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Profile
How do you juggle/ integrate all

If you were to change anything in

Who is your role model, and why?

facets of your life? Professional,

your career, what would it be?

My role model is Dr. Ivan Misner, the

social, spiritual, etc?

I should have started earlier in this field

modern father of networking. He runs

I surround myself with a team that

of networking! That said, there is

the most professional business

complements me, and I network with

nothing I would do differently. All my

networking organization, BNI that is well

people who equip me with vast and

experiences have shaped who I am

known internationally.

vital resources that I need in my life.

today, and I am grateful for each one of

What do you do when you are not

them.

working?

What do you term as your top 3

What would you tell your younger

When I am not at work, I am always

takeaways in this career path?

self today about how to live life

busy socializing with people and

Because networking has impacted all

optimally?

mentoring them.

facets of my life, let me share five

Networking has impacted my life

What would you like to tell fellow

instead of three takeaways:

tremendously. If I were young, I would

women about being a woman?

1. Give, give, and give some more.

encourage myself to attend networking

Many women use groups to discuss

Generosity is a virtue worth having

forums that suit my passion, be a good

their social affairs, and thus they do not

because when you learn to give,

listener, and associate myself with

benefit much. If they focused more on

you start enjoying it and it is no

people with positive attitudes to

discussing business ideas, career paths,

longer an inconvenience or a pain.

develop myself optimally.

and ways to improve their lives, I believe

What do you think would change in

they would harness a lot of potentiality

your field in the next five years?

in them.

confidence and trust in those who

With advanced technology, networking

What gets you up every morning to

are

including

will become easier since there are

be you and do life?

business

many networking platforms in social

I am a go-getter. I passionately believe

media, and I believe online networking

in realizing my vision, and that is what

is a new trend.

drives me every day.

Visibility enhances your credibility.

What would you advise a person

How do you deal with stress and

For me, this rang true as it paved

wishing to take the same career path

change, such as what is facing us

the way to me receiving two

as you?

during this global pandemic?

awards in 2017 - Africa Business

Any person wishing to venture into

Every career has challenges, thus to

Excellence Award 2017 from The

networking must have good social skills overcome them, I ask for advice from

Voice based in the Netherlands,

as this is the only qualification required. stakeholders, friends, and business

and

Then get out and meet people!

partners. That is why I treasure

Networker Award courtesy of Top

What is the one thing people do not

networking since a person can acquire

CEO Awards.

know about you?

any form of resources from various

I am a learning enthusiast. That is why

people.

2. Be

professional.

professional.
watching

potential

Stay

This
you,

clients

and

creates

partners. It will always pay off.
3. Be as visible as you can be.

The

4. Learning

Africa

is

Business

perpetual.

Learn

something new every day. Ask

I find it easy to network with

questions,

other people since I am

read

widely,

read

deeply, and hang around people.

always eager to learn

They are the wealthiest learning

something new.

resource in the world.
5. Accept responsibility and grow.
Responsibility sets you on a path
of

learning,

challenging,

and

setting new limits for yourself. Do
not shy away from it.
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Youth Corner

True North
in your Associations

By Namwano Shichende
I used to pride myself in ‘ride or die’
associations. I marvelled at the idea of
being close and sharing aspects of life
that would otherwise dismiss me from
the ‘group’. But the older I become, the
more I appreciate the power I have to
determine how far I go in life. Before
you attract anything, you have to
become something that you are proud
to be and accept yourself as you are.
Only then, with the determination of
who you aspire to be, will you
accurately choose who gets to go there
with you.
Oprah Winfrey said, “Everyone wants to
ride with you in the limo, but what you
want is someone who will take the bus
with you when the limo breaks down.”
As we speak, many of our limos are
broken courtesy of COVID19. Most of
us are ‘hammocking’ in our balconies
and homes with personalised bird’s eye
view considering that the script of our
associations has been challenged. We
have been forced to reevaluate values
in our relationships and create new
ones to sustain us during and after this
season.
Those you assemble, you resemble
The ability to distinguish between
friends and acquaintances and treat
them accordingly is a unique strength.
Acquaintances are those that know
about you and the former know the real
you. In finding your true north with
associations, always remember, many

will want you but, few will invest in you.
In all of us lies a subconscious need for
people who considerably enrich our
lives.

We
have
the
Easterners
and
Westerners on our right and left side.
These are few, they share your values,
invest in your dreams and goals, cry
with you when the going gets tough and
Part of our role in making life better is celebrate with you when your wins
reaching out and connecting with people come around.
who are willing to help you put in the
work alongside you. You have to be Your Easterners and Westerners are
desirous of stepping out and mount on pillars, and together, you all stand tall
the shoulders of those headed in the and have a place to lean when life gets
direction of your desired destination.
tough. Then there are the Southerners the ones we pull up. We all have a
Living life to the fullest has little to do responsibility to pour into others what
with coming together. It has more to do has been deposited into us. Our inner
with who you come together with, what eyes are enlightened to see the hope in
keeps you together and what work you someone else so that they too can give
do together.
life their best shot.
You are as good as the company as So who makes your compass?
you keep
Know what matters, and plan for it.
We are shaped by our experiences, Life’s seasons will show you who
many of which are influenced by our matters and how you should plan for
associations. The norm that has been them.
necessitated by the pandemic requires
re-evaluation and restructuring of Improve or disassociate with one-way
priorities and people. Our survival is associations and seek more reciprocal
directly linked to our associations associations that see your intended
because they are like a compass, which great end and come alongside to help
gives us direction in life. The Northerners you get there.
are those we follow. The ones that are
further along in life, more experienced
and in levels we aspire to be.
Namwano Shichende is a Blogger,
These people speak into your life-even writer, speaker, real state marketer.
when you don’t appreciate their truth, She
can
be
reached
on
you trust their footsteps.
https://namwano-nash.blogspot.com
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Film Review
There is a need to form strong
networks of Women in Film in Kenya
and East Africa. This realisation was
cemented after attending and being a
panellist in the recently concluded
2020 South African Durban FilmMart.
The DFM is arguably the largest and
most popular film market in Africa
where the film industry players
exchange knowledge, skills, gossip
and anticipation of what the industry
could or should be in a few years to
come. Most importantly, people walk
away with a directory of networks.

In the conversation dubbed, "Structural
Inequality in Africa's Audiovisual
Sector" I picked a few crucial things.
Primarily, in Kenya, the most Executive
Producers and their Producers are
women. Unfortunately, we still work as
individuals hence missing out on the
great value of lobbying in one voice.
Kenya's film industry does not have a
single
body
similar
to
what
manufacturers have, i.e. the Kenya
Association of Manufacturers (KAM).
Actors are ahead of us having recently
registered the Kenya Actors Guild
(KAGs). Yet the film industry, which is
a great tool for documenting, educating
and entertaining, has no association to
front its issues.
In the Durban Film Market in 2013,
upon recognising the need to unite the
women filmmakers, the women of
South Africa thought it was time they
formed an association of women in
film. That marked the birth of Sisters
Working in Film and Television
(SWIFT). A South African non-profit
organisation that is committed to
empowering women working in the film
and television industry.
Its primary objective is to build
institutional strength through a mass
membership and forming partnerships
with
relevant
stakeholders
and
organisations.
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with Njoki Muhoho

The lack of an association in
Kenya
and
East
Africa
disadvantages us to the extent
that
we
cannot
adequately
address the inequalities in the
industry
or
take
on
the
opportunities we miss because of
not working as one.
The Gikuyu have a saying 'She
who does not travel thinks their
mother cooks best.'
Despite COVID, I made a direct
connection with the Chairperson of
SWIFT during the 2020 DFM, and
within
minutes
we
were
exchanging ideas on the power of
associations. There is a lot that
Commonwealth Business Women
Kenya can borrow from SWIFT
through benchmarking and the
learnings
tailored
to
our
environment.
For
one,
the
organisation
champions equal opportunities for
women in the historically maledominated industry and prioritises
equal opportunities for historically
disadvantaged
women
in
historically
white-dominated
sectors.
Secondly, SWIFT works to support
professional
development,
mentorship and networking among
its members.

Let's open our eyes and minds
and travel far. As we travel, let us
pick the best practices, and borrow
them for our use. But they must be
tailored to our history, our culture
and our needs.

Njoki Muhoho is a TV/ Film Producer and
Script Writer Management Consultant. She
is also a MultiChoice Talent Factory
Academy Director: East Africa Region. She
can be reached at njoki@njokimuhoho.com
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Don't let down
your Guard
WEAR A MASK
STAY SAFE

